Can YOU hear that
I believe in our current market place
there is a lot of misunderstanding in regards to
providing and acoustic rating or value to a
tiled floor in a commercial/apartment building.
December 2014 VIP issue contained
information on this topic which is a MUST
READ for tilers who carry out this type of
tiling application. (If you didn’t receive a copy

of this please contact the office and we will
have one issued for you) I receive many calls
along the lines of “Whats the adhesive called
that gives me an acoustic floor and also sticks
the tiles?” A -We don ’t have one, that does
both! Morgan's Resinflex One Pack will give
you an acoustic valve NOT a rating. This is
where the issue is. You must do some
research of your own to get all the facts and
compare apples with apples.. In most cases
acoustic rated means - A System not a
Product. Most architectural and design
requirements will have in writing details such
as LnTw+C1and a maximum rating of 62. The
first part of this is the code, the “C” means
correction factor and the “62” is a reading
after an acoustic engineer tests an actual tiled
room/rooms in the building with specialised
equipment. He then applies the code to the
reading then the correction factor and the
computer program produces a documented
rating for that site. This all sounds double
Dutch I know however once you are involved
in the process you understand it better, it is
not a simple science.

When Morgan ’s manufactured a pour on acoustic
membrane and had it tested using Resinflex 1Pack
it passed the standards/ requirements. Then the
standards were lifted to a higher specification, and
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it did not meet the new requirement. We under
took more testing and modified the product
however it still fell short so we canned it! In simple
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terms, The point I ’m trying to make is, to improve
the final reading from say 62 to 61 is not easy and
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to get into the 50 ’s WOW. Resinflex One Pack will
give you a benefit, How much? There are so many
grey areas with acoustic readings, drop down
ceilings vs direct stick ceilings plus the M.P.A of
the concrete all make a difference. “Tile Today”,
recently wrote an article on acoustic values of the
tiles themselves and they also gave different
readings! Be aware of claims and read all the
information on products and systems, get
verification in writing to protect yourself or else it
can be a costly exercise!
I strongly recommend if you have any concerns
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ring Owen Walsh “Senior” The Guru from the ABS
Group on 9314 4000. Tell him you ’re a Morgan's
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VIP Tiler and he will set you on the correct path to
achieve what you are looking for,
“The sound of Silence” So to speak. Remember if
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it sounds to good to be true, it usually is!
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Geoff’s Spiel
Dear VIP Tilers
Thankyou to those of you that rang me about
my Spiel Last month. The on going saga in
regards to cladding of buildings continues, I
have continually been in contact with
Standards Australia and SAI Global Research
section asking how the new Standards are
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height, there are too many grey areas such as
the product its self - Surface Preparation, the
Substrate, Skill level of the Tradesperson,
Correct adhesive, correct application Sun,
Wind, Rain, Distractions = Mobile phones! The
list goes on, if one term sums it up its
“DUTY OF CARE” So for the record Morgan's
policy is above 2.4 metres you MUST
mechanically fix and use the correct adhesive.
The Ron Peters Golf Day was a huge success,
The winner was Gino Salomone from Tile
Boutique on a count back, Well Done Gino.
Thankyou to all who supported the day
including Ron ’s family. The Boys from TIA
looking very smart.
Congratulations to Paul Nisbett VIP# 2065.
This months VIP winner.

Until next time
Keep Safe
Cheers Geoff
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progressing to no avail!! In other words there
is nothing in writing that states that above 2.4
metres you must mechanical fix. I have a
problem/concerns about adhering weights and

VIP# 2065

You're support is Required
Daniel Picariello Our Representative to world skills
in Brazil. Funding for this is critical. Ron Simeon
from Poly Techniques is holding a fund raiser golf
day at Araluien 21st July @11am
shot gun start $100 including Golf,
Cart & Dinner Book now!

This month we send our first VIP to your INBOX!! Did
you receive yours? IF you would like to receive this
via e-mail. Please contact the office 9279 8911 or
E-MAIL: sales@morganadhesives.com.au
If YOU are next months
winner , YOU will be the
Pilot of a 737 taking off and
landing at an Airport of
your choice from all around
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